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The Neon Colouring Book
Richard Merritt, Amanda Hillier, Felicity French (Illustrated
By Richard Merritt, Amanda Hillier, Felicity French, Edited
By Jonny Marx)

Description
This ultra-vivid colouring book is a visual treat, packed with striking pictures in neon
colours. From amazing animals to intense accessories, dazzling designs and beaming
patterns, children can colour in the fun pictures with highlighters, pens and bright pencils
to make the most eye-catching art the world has ever seen.

Sales Points
This unique ultra-vivid colouring book is a visual treat, packed with striking pictures to
complete in fluorescent neon colours
From amazing animals to dazzling designs and beaming patterns, children can colour in
the fun pictures with highlighters, pens and bright pencils to make the most eye-
catching art the world has ever seen
The perfect follow up to The Anti-Boredom Colouring Book and The Anti-Boredom
Activity Book

Reviews
'Fabulous, relaxing, engaging and just plain good fun' - The Bookbag
'Packed full of gorgeous pictures to colour... just beautiful' - Let Them Be Small blog
'This ultra-vivid colouring book is a visual treat, packed with striking pictures in
splashes of neon colours just waiting for busy hands to complete the masterpiece' -
Lancashire Evening Post
'Plenty here for all levels of skill, with some very complex patterns alongside simpler
ones plus plenty of opportunities to use imaginative and creative skills' - Parents in
Touch

Author Biography
Richard Merritt (Author) 
Born and bred in North London, Richard Merritt has been an illustrator for over 10 years
after graduating from Central Saint Martin's college of Art and Kingston University.

Richard has worked with many book and editorial publishing houses, design groups,
advertising agencies and more, on lots of varied projects, from children's books and
packaging to magazines and costume illustration for film. His intricately detailed
illustrations have become a staple of the best-selling Art Therapy and Menagerie series,
and has led to television appearances.

Felicity French (Author) 
Felicity lives in Surrey and works from home in her cosy studio. She studied illustration at
the Arts University College Bournemouth and graduated in 2011. She has since pursued a
freelance career illustrating children's books and creating greeting card designs.

Felicity's illustrations are typically bright and colourful, often incorporating decorative
patterned elements. Her unique style is a fusion of watercolour and black fine-line pen
detail.

Felicity has worked on books, greeting cards and a number of acrylic paintings based on
well-known film characters.

In her spare time she enjoys distance running, making homemade products for her Etsy
shop, listening to music and drinking tea!
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